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House Resolution 365

By: Representatives Turner of the 21st, Caldwell of the 20th, Cantrell of the 22nd, and

Ballinger of the 23rd 

A RESOLUTION

Honoring Robert Strozier for his work and dedication in support of the North Metro Miracle1

League; and for other purposes.2

WHEREAS, the North Metro Miracle League is an organization that provides inclusive3

adapted sports and social activities for children and adults of all abilities in Cherokee County;4

and5

WHEREAS, the volunteers and organizers of the North Metro Miracle League are committed6

to the philosophy that every person deserves to be acknowledged, valued, and included and7

are also dedicated to promoting positive images that demonstrate the value of every member8

of our community; and9

WHEREAS, in the spring of 2002, through the efforts of Robert Strozier, the North Metro10

Miracle League began hosting adapted baseball games for individuals with various11

disabilities thereby increasing their quality of life; and12

WHEREAS, since 2002, Robert Strozier has organized over 300 volunteers to assist in13

creating the opportunity to host these baseball games; and14

WHEREAS, due to the work and dedication of Robert Strozier, over the years more than 12015

disabled individuals have had the opportunity to experience the joy of the game of baseball16

along with the camaraderie that comes with being part of a team; and17

WHEREAS, due to the constant advocacy of Robert Strozier, Cherokee County Parks and18

Recreation will open a dedicated field at Patriots Park for the North Metro Miracle League19

to play their baseball games; and20

WHEREAS, it is abundantly fitting and proper that the outstanding accomplishments of this21

remarkable and distinguished Georgian be appropriately recognized.22
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NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES that23

the members of this body honor Robert Strozier for his effective and dedicated public service24

to his community and the State of Georgia.25

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Clerk of the House of Representatives is authorized26

and directed to make an appropriate copy of this resolution available for distribution to27

Robert Strozier.28


